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ABSTRACT

We argue that the reason for it inclusive cross section to 

rise in the ISR energies is due to the threshold production of 

NN clusters. We formulate and calculate such contributions at 

y=0. Our results can account for the observed rise.
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It has been argued by many authors that the rise of the 

f-p total cross section over ISR energies is due to the dyna

mical opening up of the nucleon-antinucleon (NN) threshold (more 

precisely, the baryon-antibaryon thresholds). The delayed dynamical 

threshold may be attributed to the large mass of the NN cluster

and the associated multiperipheral t . effect. This correlation
1 min

of the rise of a,, and NN production is based on the experimental 
1
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observation that the p average multiplicity <n-> seems to show 

a rapid threshold rise starting around s - 200-300 GeV2. At 

lower energies, there may be other thresholds corresponding to 

the production of mesons with strange quarks versus mesons without 

strange quarks and/or to the production of tensor mesons versus 

vector mesons.Because of the smaller masses of these mesons as 

compared to that of a NN cluster, these thresholds are not as 

distinct as that associated with the NN cluster. Furthermore, 

these thresholds may partially overlap each other. Thus it is 

a much more subtle problem to extract out the contributions to 

0^ from the dynamical onset of these lower thresholds. However, 

it is definitely conceivable that a proper inclusion of these 

thresholds and the NN threshold allows one to explain the rise

g

of o.j. over Serpukhov and Fermi lab energies.
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It has also been pointed out that the onset of NN produc

tion gives rise to a new contribution to the single pion inclu

sive cross section and so can cause it to rise with energy. 

Recent ISR data 10 12 show that from Vs”* 23 GeV to 53 CeV, 

jingle particle inclusive cross sections c^. and o- rise, by 

approximately 30t and 50t respectively, F1 where p. = .

The purpose of this paper is to examine these phenomena within 

a multiperipheral cluster model containing NN dynamical thres

holds and :o make a systematic quantitative calculation of the 

inclusive cross section. As we will see.similav analysis 

ilso applies to the kaon case.

We first argue that the reason for o— to rise over the ISR

energies is different from the reason for o _ and P„- to rise

over this energy range. For the purpose of this argument,

we assume that n' and K come predominantly from the decays of

vector and tensor (V-T) mesons. These mesons, which shall also

be referred to as meson clusters, are directly produced in the

multiperipheral (MP) chain. From the 18 known vector and tensor

mesons, one can easily show that there is an average of

F2
0.66 v and 0.17 K per V-T meson decay. Furthermore, due 

to dynamical SU(3) symmetry breaking in the production process, 

there is a further suppression in the
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production of mesons with strange quarks than those without.

<n lf>
The experimental data of — —  “0.1 says this suppression

' Tr
factor is roughly 2.5. This means each detected n and K 

correspond to a production of approximately 1.5 and 15 V-T 

meson clusters respectively. Then the or ISR

data  ̂ imply that roughly 4-6 V-T meson clusters are being 

produced.

On the other hand, the p's come from NN clusters which are

also directly produced in the MP chain. If the probability

for a NN cluster to result in a NN asymptotic final state is 
1
n , then each detected p corresponds to a production of 2n 

(NN) clusters, where the factor of 2 comes from the fact 

that the N in a NN cluster can be either a p or a n. In the 

next paragraph we will show that the total cross section data 

require n i l  .5 and preferably n~l. To have an estimate of 

how many NN clusters are being produced in the ISR energies, 

we assume that the partial cross sections are given by a Poisson 

distribution. A simple calculation shows that the ISR <n— >
p

data ' imply that in all likelihood in each hadron collision 

at most one NN cluster is being produced, even at Vs" = 53 GeV< 

The high dynamical threshold for producing two NN clusters is 

actually not unexpected in the multiperipheral model.
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Thjj the rise of o~ over the ISR energies may he ;i 11 r ibuted to tliis 

:r.reshold transition of producing one N.V cluster which results in an 

increase of the effective coupling constant of the NN duster in the 

M? chain. Because several V-T meson clusters arc being produced, 

the rise of °n'or pk " over the ISR energies is not due to an increase 

:r. the effective coupling constant of the V-T raeson clusters; we will 

i:jr.se that it is due to the additional contribution from events con- 

•.i;ning a NN cluster.

'»e now show that the total cross section data require n < 1.5 and 

'referably n : 1. We denote bv a and o„ the contributions to o_
O N  I

:ror. events containing icro and at least one NN cluster respectively. 

They arc related by

°o * °T ' °N • (1}

The fact that in all likelihood at aost one Nf.‘ cluster is being pro-

K3
duccd over the ISR energies iaplics o^ is given by

°N ^ J V ~  ^  ’ U)
which can be calculated using the data of Ref. 7. The results arc 

suonariicd in Table i, where all cross sections arc in Billibsrns.

TAHIE 1

Determination of Bare Cross Sections

VsRCcV) ^.(Ref. 16) n » 1 rj ■ 1.5

°N
3
0 % °N *0 °o

25 39. 2 3.9 35. 3 22.0 S. 9 33.3 20.0

31 40.6 7.0 33.6 19. S 10.6 30.C IS.9

42.6 9.6 33.0 If .1 U . 4 i». 2 13.3

53 13.2 10.2 33.0 17.3 IS.4 27. * 12.1

In Table 1 vc have :il>o calculated the hare But l (peripheral cross 

section by «ul> trading from the diffractive clastic cross 

section a** and the diffractive inelastic cross section <?f , i.e..Cl | T>' '

5 * c a®. - e!1 , (?)
o o el in '

where we used Morrison's estimate of e®, .md j !1 .
ci t n

a . ]
If we parawcirired ■ g * , whrre a »$ thr b.irr romeron

o o o

intercept, then r, » I implies aQ * 0.96 and fi • 1.5 iaplies a - 0.S9.

The first resuit is aleost identical lo the results of phenomenological

fits t0 total cross section data at lower energies; these pheno-

aenological fits arc based on solutions of dual bootstrap nodcls. If

n '1.5, it gives imsceeptably low values for n . Siailarlv, para-

“o’1
aeti:ing the bare miltipcriphcral cross section by ? » f^s , we

find a * 0.85 for n* 1 and a : 0.69 for n * 1.5. Ac.iin. n> 1.5o o

gives unacceptably low values for n^. Thus we conclude - : 1, which

scans that there is little, if any, probability for the NN cluster to

result in eesons. This rules out the a priori attractive node) of

assuaing the pp cluster to behave like pp annihilation near threshold,

!<>
where n nay be estimated frouthe data lo be approximately ’.1.

Fe.r the t' inclusive cross section p , we can also express it as

1 • * o* t>‘r). “here eg and u' correspond respectively to

events containing :crc and (at least) one .V.V cluster. Kc are interested 

in the detected s’ being in the central region. In thl* region we 

cipect p (r ) ; p (y ), where <s is the bare (no S!i) tsul ttpcriphoral0 * ^  0 ? O ’

inclusive cross section, or



•%<rTl : ■ r'lr.t H >

Mflcr *■ * I • the vofcif \kitl ictt ^' ** theft £»v«*n hv She <«?%veUf‘ 
s t f f t  o f  t h e  I n c l u s i v e  v r o * »  o f  i h r  S?i c ( u * « c r  2*. *n4

! h e  n u t  s r  *  i n < i u 4 l v r  » u  J 5 i p \ S <  i  t v

- X -  • ( y  j ,  t o j e t h r * ’ v i i h  4  f a c t o r  v f c i c h  a c v m m ?

■ o-
:?;<• M̂i»pre.*ssic-ft of t j«rottocU&ft near th* r̂ ptifici* of thr x.v

7hu>.
■

* - f  >S ia!l f< v V  J-
- /  J-S «•

«s>

Ve represent the sujipres*ion factor t*y

f,V V  * * * «*P

where _ ,

< W

/  <sys p*!’ “- ~ - j  * .’.vT i v

C*S

{?}

the mi4nt»vy •’.* i« the effective width in rapidity MrvetJ o h * by 

:he ?;?i ciustrr. #c e*ti*ate iV by two different methods. the first

to set
F4

' in e-Cr-*0) 
P J>

it?

The Jjfj '',9 in the IS* energie* give A ‘ 5 l.M at ’< : 1.0. The 

second is te aaie use of MP Mneoaties of * • ’s(^ ij» “here *j *j is 

the effetttve enerRv squared for * production. fetti»;2 ’ 1 GeV^ 

gl‘.v» .'j* * J.e or ;< * 0.9. which is very scar the first estimate, 

kc use t. * 1.0 in sur eslicistMian,

the function

•*x

04v ht- p^r^acjriirti frca thr 4a u  »s

i

Js l
•j*-.

r? " p C - 0 - )
<9!

«if-,cfc «- >■> »ht4(ned ire® Ref. J0 and S is rstiaated fron Ref. *. 

Mating i,̂ c mi £<»«. ffeS and {?i. “e can j*erf«ro the integration in (S). 

rtcpimtne the <Jt>tjined rj SV?" fstttor t»y the cxptriaental value of 

Ji#b * < «-'* «e get 

(6>4«I

S T

At y * S. «r have the >i«ple r*Mt!t 

c‘ * £-0*

“here ,,64o <fl-» 
t • ?

/ T "

np)

(Hal

(Ub)

C onhin in js  E=i*. {45 Jftd (1J> i : l v e j  

<■„ * J ' *? fJ.’>

The t|u»nt>ty {I * »J can he calculated for the four tSfi energies-; the 

result* for n* J are listed in Tahle- It. We see that {!• t) increases

TA1S1.C It

Deterainat ion of e‘

sC(CeV) »nr»
iU.

s >** e *C«hl fi«C»hS

.0* t.4 t .or I S 1.4

j! .11 I.* ;. it 4.0 4 . 1

4> .IS :.o J..*? (t.4 i . a

$J . u. • * ?. ? *. >
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by about 36i frosiVs » II GcV to sIT » SJ GcV. If the lure milti- 

peripheral inclusive cross section ii docs nt>» fall jpprcc lably over 

the ISR energies, then the bulk of the observed 301 increase of pt 

can be accounted for as due to

Ke argue that since for total cross sections secondary frajee- 

tories are not negligible until s ! M  CeV^, within the Mueller- 

Reggc foritaltssa for inclusive cross scction* secondary trajectories
*

should not be nee! i jj iiile until s j J60D GeV. Therefore, a negative

secondary internal Muellcr-Regge coupling will result in a seal I

rise of cQ at the lower ISR energies, then when these secondary

contributions become negligible at the higher ISR energies, eo will 
5 -1

fall like « . Thus, it is not unreasonable to approximate ? 

by a constant over the whole ISR energy range. Setting * 22 »b 

allows us to calculate o'; the results together with Ao s 0,C*Pt' oQ

arc also listed in Table It, where oe*pt is fro» Ref. 10. We see
a

that &p, the increase over the bare sultipcripheral inclusive cross 

section, is comparable to r'- Me enphasize that becausi of various 

uncertainties (both cxpcrinental and theoretical), wc should not put 

too much emphasis on the specific numbers. Our purpose is only to 

point out that once the SS cluster threshold is surpassed, there is 

an additional contribution p' to ps, and under certain reasonable 

assumptions the magnitude of thit. contribution can account for the 

observed increase of p^.

In this paper wc only tried to calcu.'ntc the rise of in the

in

tSR energy r.»nj:e. the rt't- of f> fron Broolhaven energies to N*L 

vncrgies rjy hr .uttil'utcJ to the previously sentioned thicsholJ 

effects in aesen pioductien and a negative secondary internal 

Nueller-Scf,ee coupling; there was no aitenpt here to calculate the 

rate of increase due to these effects.

If i ■ I, then the detected s* could result fron the final 

state interaction of the XN cluster. Therefore, there will he an 

addtticnal contribution e" to I'or conplrteness, we mention

that it is Riven by ^

o"(yJ * *(n-1) / flys< ~  «(>-.,>s ) , (55)

where g(y_,y,.) is the inclusive differential multiplicity of s' 

fron the !»N cluster at y^.

The r.cthod wc have presented can also be applied to the 

K' inclusive cross section. Kith n*1, the only change is that in

the final result, Eqs. (lla» and (12), Bq is replaced by Pj. . If
a

e aay effectively be replaced by a constant over the ISR energy

0  F 7
range, then the present ncchanisa can account for about 301 rise,

be vish to Jhani Hr. H. Chen and Dr. S. Sharrock for dis

cussion of their prcl icin.iry data.
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FI, Because of the large error bars in the 63 GeV p data of Ref. 10, 

we did not includc the 63 GeV data in our evaluation of the rise.

F2. The average number of » per cluster given here is less than the 

nominal value of '1 deduced from the it" *' correlation data based 

on Poisson decay models. (See the review by G. II. Thomas, in Pro

ceedings of the 17th International Conference on High Energy 

Physics, London, 1974, p. 1-83). However, our conclusions are 

not sensitive to these specific numbers.

F3. Here we exclude the possibility*^ having NN produced through the 

final state interaction of mesons. We argue that once meson pro

duction ,s described by the multiperipheral model, then such N 

production mechanism should have a smooth energy dependence. Be

cause of the rapid rise of <n-> , such mechanism must not be im- 

poriant. We also do not adhere to Ref. lS’s prescription for 

the final state interaction of the NN cluster. See also the 

second paper of Ref. 1.

F4. For estimating A 1, we use Ojn * 32 mu, because the multiplicity

data of Ref. 7 was normalized to a. • 32 mb.
in

FS. We numerically integra*ed their p̂ . distributions and obtained 

numbers for pj- slightly different from theirs.

F6. Reference 10 does not give B because of the limited y^ range 

measured.

F7. Unfortunately, the k.ion data in Ref. 10 has large fluctuations 

preventing us from making a meaningful comparison.
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